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About Us
PT Aroma Nuansa Indo is a wholesale export-import

company specializing in the distribution of Indonesian

coffee bean commodities to local and global markets. 

Our unwavering commitment is to offer high-quality

products and services that enhance the lives of our

valued customers. By striving for excellence in

everything we do, we aspire to create a lasting and

meaningful difference in the lives we touch.
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Vision

COFFEE BEANS

Touch millions of lives globally through Indonesian coffee.



Mission
Provide high-quality Indonesian coffee

bean products for global customers.

Establish mutually beneficial partnerships

with buyers and stakeholders built on

integrity and trust.

Improve the welfare of local Indonesian

farmers.
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Values
Integrity

Excellence 

Connection

     We conduct our business with unwavering moral and

     ethical values, ensuring fair and ethical trade. 

     We provide high-quality products and services.

     We foster strong and lasting partnership with our

     customers, buyers, stakeholders, and farmers. 
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Why Us
We offer high-quality products at competitive prices.

We guarantee swift and streamlined transactions,

safe delivery, and contract fulfillment.

We do end-to-end supervision and ensure the

product's safety from loading to its arrival at the final

destination.
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We started an e-commerce business during
our university days and achieved great success
in selling hundreds of fruit and seafood
products in Indonesia.

Our business grew through the establishment
of a physical store and strategic preparations
for both export and import operations.

PT Aroma Nuansa Indo is founded with the
primary objective of collaborating with trusted
agricultural farmers to sell products overseas.

Journey

2023

2021

2022



Our Team
We believe in the exceptional quality and rich heritage of Indonesian coffee. 

We are driven to showcase its unique flavors and elevate its prominence in the global market. 

Johanes
Co-Founder Founder Co-Founder

Calvin Hendry



Products
Arabica

Robusta

Process:

(Full-Semiwash, Natural,

Honey, Wine, and Luwak)

COFFEE BEANS

Grade: Specialty, 1, 2, 3

See Product Catalog>>

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BS9JpeL2lqSDUuu_1tUJPqY-qaZii2XG/view?usp=sharing


Contact Us
+62-819-1578-2877

coffeepeppersupplier@gmail.com

www.aromanuansaindo.com

Jalan Permata, Semabung Baru, Girimaya, Kota
Pangkalpinang, Bangka Belitung 33684

Aroma Nuansa Indo

https://linktr.ee/AromaNuansaIndo
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https://wa.me/6281915782877
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